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The New York Times bestselling self-help book that provides advice on how to find and pick the recovery program for
you personally, in addition to a directory of the wide variety of Twelve Stage programs, including AA, Codependents
Anonymous, Codependents of Sex Addicts, Adult Kids of Alcoholics, and more.Thousands identified with Melody Beattie
in Codependent No More and gained inspiration from her in Beyond Codependency. Explain each stage and how you can
apply it to your particular issues •one step at the same time. Interpreting the popular Alcoholics Anonymous Twelve
Techniques specifically for codependent problems for the first time, this groundbreaking book combines Melody’s
expertise with the experience of other folks to: • Today she’including Al-Anon, Codependents Anonymous, Codependents
of Sex Addicts, Adult Kids of Alcoholics, and more The uniquely warm and compassionate tone of voice of Melody Beattie
will inspire you to turn your daily life around— Provide a directory of the wide variety of Twelve Step applications— Offer
specific exercises and activities to use both in group configurations and by yourself •s back to help you discover how
recovery programs work and to help you discover the right one for you.
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if you are currently in a toxic relationship or you ... in case you are currently in a toxic romantic relationship or you'd a
rough past that's making you self destruct in the presence. You need to learn this asap. a codependent is definitely
somebody who lives for another person, you can recover but you need this publication to assist you make in at mindful in
your mind. One of the best books I've ever read Among the best books I've ever read. For anyone who is codependent
and wants a guide to working the measures. Not Just for Those Identifying as Co-Dependents Well-planned and easy to
see oneself in this articulation of the 12 Techniques for just about any fellow traveler. Produces an environment for
recovery and empowerment. I read this book all the time and discover so much value in it. Re-reading from time to time
may yield insight as one deepens their recovery and practice of the Methods. Personal, logical and filled with insights
and examples. Ex Bought this for my ex-wife. I strongly suggest her daily meditations book Melody Beattie really
understands the trials and tribulation that recovering codependents are trying to push beyond and look for serenity.
Help is on the Way I was skeptical at first about reading a reserve on the measures.k. I think that Melody Beattie is
quite personal and caring in the mind of a codependent. It is rather inspiring.. I am learning I've power over myself only
and it is o. I've purchased this book just before for the fellowship group I'm set for recovery.. Our group reads from it on
a monthly basis and we share our experiences about the passages. I have purchased this book before for the fellowship
group . to deal with myself on adaily basis. I take advantage of it along with my AA plan- sobriety comes 1st. Awesome
This is awesome. So I didn't find this book useful at all. Co-Dependents Guidebook to the 12 Steps I simply recently
bought this publication. Personally i think, for me, I could not really have chosen a better book. I have many books which
are extremely helpful, which I have obtained from Amazon, and where I am in my life at this time this book provides
been ablessing from my God! I never really had seen this publication and everytime I browse the measures it provides
helped me oh so much asI recently found out I was trained to become co-dependent. Beattie is quite prolific and has lots
of different books devoted to other ways to achieve peace and serenity. alwaysI cannot say enough concerning this book,
it really is written therefore well by Melody Beattie and helps me immensely to discover where I came from and turn it
all around. It is exhausting to feel I am resposible for everyone's existence. I would suggest this reserve to anyone who
feels they have to lead to others and in the process one loses themselves!.). Ms. I am not really and whatfreedom that
brings me. I experienced attended a few meetings and believed I knew some of the ideas, but this publication opened my
eye. But there are many forms of co dependency, I am a co dependent but I am not the one who's trying to control
others rather I am the main one being controlled. This is actually the 3rd reserve by Beattie which I've read (and re-go
through! I sent it back. Not good! Besides this reserve, I strongly recommend her daily meditations book. Three Stars did
not order Five Stars Excellent. I'm only on step three, but I feel like I understand more than I have my very existence
about who I am and my very own needs. I'd recommend this reserve to anyone who's struggling with codependency or
with the addiction of someone you care about.. Melody Beattie is normally a individual and devoted follower of the
Measures. Have no idea if she go through it. Self care Great self help book Life-changing One of my favorite self-help
books ever. Good Good This book only approaches Codepency in one side This book approaches co dependency from the
side of the controller, the main one who is trying to control the other person.Thanks, Hope I've helped someone.
Truthfully I wouldn't even give it one celebrity. When the other person is dominating over us and we lose ourselves in
them. Ought to be in the device kit of everyone I know. I wasn't sure if it might help me. There was no conversation or
help about those folks who suffer as a result of someone else. She produced me feel just like I wasn't a bad person and I
could recover from the out of control way my entire life has been...very helpful! The only reason I ordered this book was
as the . I never also understood I was a codependent, however the reserve has trained me that I am and its own ok, I just
have to start making changes. The only reason I ordered this book was as the author said she was starting an online
support group and she would use "her" book as baseline for our online meetings.. I ordered the reserve and she never
adopted through with her group plans therefore i have started my very own support group here where I live.
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